View feedback from Criterion

1. From the home page select the class.

2. Next select the assignment you want to view.
3. The next page would display the response submitted with tabs for the categories of auto generated feedback.

Organization & Development

description:
criterion is an online online writing evaluation service offered by ETS (p) eTNTs the faculty, writing instructors and administratior at various collegiate institutions of higher education with a reliable writing assessment tool for their students. Students work on their essays and submit them to receive feedback in the form of an aggregate score and an analysis with annotations to aid in the instruction of writing.

student resources

The access to criterion for students will be provided by their respective instructors. The form below does not apply to students. Please use the guides below for more information.

criterion criterion is an Online Writing Evaluation service offered by ETS presents the faculty, writing instructors and administrators at various collegiate institutions of higher education with a reliable writing assessment tool for their students. Students work on their essays and submit them to receive feedback in the form of an aggregate score and an analysis with annotations to aid in the instruction of writing.
4. The organization and development tab displays the sub categories and the number of sentences or words within them.
5. Similarly you could also view the auto generated feedback for the other tabs by clicking on the tab and then the sub category.
6. Click on the Results tab to view a graph for the various categories of auto generated feedback.

7. Click on the bar graph of a category to view a detailed feedback of its sub categories.
Purpose of this section

This section provides information on the following grammar errors:

- Fragments
- Run-on Sentences
- Omission
- Tense Agreements
- Subject-verb agreement errors
- Verb Errors
- Pronoun Errors
- University vs. University
- Misspelled Words
- Pronoun-antecedent agreement

Common feedback includes feedback on sentence structure and punctuation errors, but not all of them. Use this section to help you correct errors. Check with your instructor if you do not understand how to reverse the errors that are highlighted.

Some grammar errors are commonly misspelling words or sentences in typing. When correction emphasizes a typo or spelling error that might be causing a grammar error, the feedback messages will let you know.

The feedback is fluid. Thrilled with errors that are difficult to name or classify. Other errors occur when a word is missing, an extra word is added, or the wrong form of the words used.